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Abstract 

   Prosper is a money lending platform which helps in reducing the distance between the borrower 

and lender. We have done exploratory analysis on the relationship between the stakeholders that 

directly affects the borrowers’ Prosper Score and who come under the defaulters. This work aims to 

show the facts about loan data and emphasize on loan borrowers, occupations, annual income and 

their APR. The Prosper Dataset includes information about the borrower’s background and detailed 

description of the loans. The borrowers’ Annual Percentage Rate (APR) will be analyzed on the basis 

of many factors such as borrower’s rating, score, occupation and income that could have a direct 

impact on his APR. This work also aims to investigate type of borrowers and the type of loans taken 

by them. We have inspected the dataset and used Tableau to create our visualizations in order to find 

out the defaulters, reason for defaults and the cause for the borrowers to apply for loan. 

Keywords- Borrower’s APR,Defaulter Rate,Prosper Loan Dataset,Prosper Score,Tableau, 

Exploratory Visual Analysis, Univariate Exploration 

1. Introduction 

Numerous investors have made profit using this platform and countless borrowers are able to get more 

money easily. Even though it provides credit score and basic information of borrowers to keep a 

check on the safety of the transactions yet one cannot deny the risk of large number of people losing 

their money. [10] 

1.1 The Prosper loan data 

The Prosper loan dataset comprises of 113,937 loan entries with 81 attributes on each loan, including 

loan amount, interest rate, and status of the loan taken and income of the borrower from the year 

2009-2014[9]. There are four types of variables  

1) Loan Status: It consists of the status of the loan which is taken such as Past Due, Final Payment in 

progress, Completed etc. 

2) Borrower Data: Basic attributes of the borrowers such as annual income, condition of 

employment, etc. 

3) Loan Data: Summary of the loan such as loan tenure and the annual percentage rate (APR) 

4) Credit Risk Metrics: Metrics evaluating the risk associated with the loans such as Prosper score 

and bank card utilization. 
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Fig. 1 Prosper dataset 

1.2 Components of Prosper Rating 

It is calculated by Estimated Loss Rates which is deduced using Prosper Score and Credit score. 

a) Prosper Score: It diversifies between 1 and 11, with 11 being the minimum risk and 1 being the 

maximum risk. 

 
Fig. 2 Prosper score count 

b) Credit Score Average: It is computed by taking the mean of CreditScoreRangeLower and 

CreditScoreRangeUpper, both variables being related to the Prosper Score. [9] 

 
Fig. 3 Credit score average 
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2. Literature Review 

P2P lending platform is relatively new as it was started in 2005. There are many banking standards 

that are studied by the researchers as well as many small or big abbreviations or parameters that have 

to be kept in mind while performing research on it like the geographical and demographic character of 

the borrower to take into account all feature before making any decision and to reduce the chance of 

losses.[21] 

The previous work in 2011 was done to understand the trends given by the p2p platform as well as to 

identify the scope of improvement thereafter to understand the adoption curve for such a platform. 

The case study adopted for doing research is Paipaidai the largest Chinese p2p platform done in 2013. 

They used the collected dataset which is provided by the company then they classify based on 

different parameters like different types of loans like home loan, car loan, business loan, etc.  given to 

different types of borrowers. it gives the raw analysis of the fact that which type of loan is more opted 

by the borrower. This gives the clients behavior regarding the specific type of loan.[11] 

In India, the recent years there is an increase in the number of people applying for loans. So, now in 

this particular paper, exploratory visual analysis is a backbone as in this research paper based on 

overall predictions is done based on different types of graphs like a bar graph, pie chart, etc.  

The method proposed by them is simple but yet efficient as we inculcate the input which would act as 

the raw data then it will move towards the completion of data then raw data would be refined so that 

unwanted data could be removed then after obtaining the refined data the date would be classified and 

at last, the final data which they obtained from the classification would be updated and the cycle 

continues.[15] 

Using this method the loan sanctioning mechanism is eased as well improved now based on the other 

parameter the graph is created after studying the graph it was found that through result which they 

obtain after analyzing graph were inconsistent and having some defects because of missing values so 

remove this abnormality they applied some algorithm in it like KNN as it helps in classifying the 

dataset based on the similarities in the dataset and to make data more consistent and to remove the 

abnormalizes binning algorithms are used. another algorithm is used that is naïve byes algorithm and 

the combination of these 3 would give the scope or chance for more improvised prediction.[19] 

Through the researches done in 2014 and 2015 with the more improvised technique, it was found that 

shorty term loan is preferred by the borrowers. 

They also found that the data are more accurate when the above factors are combined with tableau as 

it plays a more intuitive role in the finding the characteristics of the borrower as well as provides the 

confidence among the lenders so more sophisticated but more practical banking operations could be 

obtained by various above researches. But every research has scope for improvement so in the 

upcoming researches we will see a more robust method with the help of data analytics, statistical and 

visual approach with tableau and python Libraries. 

3. Overview of the proposed model 

Taking into account the attributes of the dataset, the system uses exploratory analysis to find patterns 

among dataset and find relationship among variables and the strength of variable in determining some 

of features such as borrower’s APR. This analysis is done in various iterative steps from collecting 

raw data to finding pattern from preprocessed data. 
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A. Data Pre-Processing- 

This includes converting raw data to structured data that can be used for analysis and finding patterns 

it includes following components- 

Data cleaning-It is process of refining data and removing noisy and irrelevant data from the dataset 

such as removing null entry, cleaning missing values, detecting and removing data discrepancy. It is 

done to increase the accuracy of the model. [5] 

Feature selection-It is the procedure for extracting relevant data for analysis and only the 

attributes/variable needed for analysis is selected and all the other attributes are removed. 

Data transformation-It is procedure of modifying data into suitable form required by data analysis 

and mining algorithms. It is generally done using data mapping and code generation techniques. In 

our work we have converted numerical (dimension) to categorical (measures) and vice-versa 

wherever required.  

 

B. Data Analysis- 

It is process of understanding the data, structure of data, number of entities and data types of variables 

and then doing analysis on data to find out interesting patterns from data, grouping data. 

Data aggregation-In this process data is gathered and expressed in summary form like climbing up 

the concept hierarchy for representing information in brief or expressing more details for statistical 

analysis. Our analysis also aggregates data based on mathematical functions like sum, median and 

also on time-series analysis like monthly. It also helps to gather specific information about some 

particular groups based on any variable like income. [6] 

Univariate and Bivariate Exploration-Univariate analysis is one of the most basic form of analysis 

and deals with only one variable and do not take into account any relationship or causes. It 

summarizes data and find patterns in data. 

It is quantitative analysis of two variables for finding out the empirical relationship between the two 

variables. It can be descriptive or inferential analysis. Our work uses correlation matrix to find the 

strength of relationship among variable. [8] 

 

C. Pattern Recognition-It involves extracting/mining pattern from the analysis done in above steps. 

It also involves transformation of task related data to patterns and finding out cause-effect diagram. It 

also uses some algorithms like decision tree, strength induction, characterization, etc. It is followed by 

pattern evaluation finding its importance using p-score or other evaluation techniques. [2] 

 

D. Knowledge Representation-It is process of summarization and visualization to make user 

understand data. It involves use of different data visualization tools like in our analysis we have used 

tableau to display the findings, generate tables, reports. In tableau for our analysis we have used 

scatter plots, line plots, and geo-maps, bar plots, state-wise maps, and making an interactive 

dashboard for better visualization. [7] 
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Fig. 4 Proposed model 

4. Prosper Dataset Analysis 

 

Fig. 5 Number of loans vs prosper score 

In the above line plot we can clearly see the different borrower state from USA while the plot is 

judged among three parameters namely:- loan original amount , no of records and no of prosper score 

respectively as the state the defaulters rate is progressively increasing due to which money lender are 

unwilling to invest in the end which results in decline of prosper score. 

 

Fig. 6 Relationship between prosper score and loans 
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While in the above scatter plot within a span of four years the loan amount reached 2m and most of 

the people opt for home improvement then followed by business and so on. 

 

Fig. 7 Defaulter rates in different U.S.A. states 

In the above geo map of USA, it is clearly visible that most of the defaulter arrives from California so 

the prosper score relatively for that state is minimized. 

 

Fig. 8 Credit rating vs default rate 

In the above bar graph, it could be understood that if credit rating is high for an individual then his 

chances of becoming defaulter is reduced as he will repay the loan in a mentioned tenure. 

 

Fig. 9 Income vs Default Rate 
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The above graph clears our concept regarding the relationship between higher income and default 

rate. For an individual if the income is high so the risk of becoming defaulter is reduced as the 

chances of repayment of dues increased the major risk is for the unemployed individual. 

 

Fig. 10 Relationship between borrow rate and default rate 

The above plot mentions about the demerits of student loans as it increases the chances of non-

repayment of loans as it totally depends on the condition that if the student remains unemployed so 

there are the chances that an individual is not in the condition to repay his loan. 

 

Fig. 11 Default rate of college students 

The above graph hints about the possibility of if the individual is in higher grades then the chances of 

becoming employed are more as compared to the students in lower grades so if they are employed 

then the risk of becoming loan defaulter is reduced. 

 

Fig. 12 C&D loans 
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The graph indicates about the risk involved in investing in C&D loans as the chances of repayment of 

the loans are minimal due to which there is net principal loss but at the same times higher 

instantaneous return could be expected. 

 

Fig. 13 Borrower’s APR count 

Borrower APR is termed as the annual percentage rate charged from borrower in annual basis .it could 

be in the form of any kind fee etc. so in the finance sector the borrower is privilege with the 

comparison of rates provided by different lenders. 

 

Fig. 14 Correlation plot 

The table mentions about the relationship among the different parameters or analyzing the relations 

among the values for example if we see the first column that is borrower APR and compare it with 

credit score then it is inversely proportional. 

5. Conclusion 

The time series analysis from 2007 to 2014 depicts the number of loans taken by the borrowers, the 

amount of their respective loans and the way in which their Prosper Score varied during this tenure. 

We can clearly see that since 2009, the transactions escalated since 2013 and then plummeted at 
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beginning of 2014. The borrower credit scores showed a constant drop rate during this interval and 

some states had their default rates more than 30%. 

We found that the students have the highest default rates and most of them invested in the loan type 

’D’. Considering their occupations, we were able to find out a unique pattern that the college students 

that signed up for higher studies have more loans to their name as well as showed the highest default 

rates. Also, the sophomore (juvenile) students were negligent and have borrowed less amount of 

loans. Considering the return on different categories of loans, the loan graded in ‘HR’ incurred the 

extreme losses irrespective of the credit score of the borrowers. However, loans ‘C’ and ‘D’ are the 

riskiest ones. 

An interesting pattern was discovered that California has comparatively higher number of defaulters 

(>700) as compared to Texas, New York and Illinois. 

In Bivariate analysis Out of all the attributes, the variable Prosper Score showed negative correlation 

with respect to Borrower APR. The Credit Score Range Lower, Available Bank Card Credit and 

Credit Score Range Upper are all positively correlated to Prosper Score and negatively correlated to 

Borrower APR. 
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